Tendick, Voichick, Tharp, & Stark, 1991) , and they are becoming increasingly integral to a variety of terrestrial applications including the decontamination and decommissioning of nuclear processing plants, rescue, fire-fighting, intervention operations in hazardous environments (Fogle, 1992; Giralt, Chatila, & Alamir, 1993; Pang & Shen, 1990 ; Stone & Edmonds, 1992) , and security (Everett & Laird, 1990) . Unfortunately telesystems, in general, have three drawbacks. First, most systems require a prohibitively high communication bandwidth for the human to perceive the environment and make corrections in the remote's action quickly enough. Even with adequate communication bandwidth, the operator may experience cognitive fatigue due to the repetitive nature of many tasks, poor displays (Stark, Mills, Nguyen, & Ngo, 1988) , and the demands of too much data and too many simultaneous activities to monitor (Edwards, Burnard, Bewley, & Bullock, 1994) . Furthermore, telesystems are inefficient in that the operator generally handles only one robot and that interaction leads to reduction of work efficiency by factors of five to eight (Pin, Parker, & DePiero, 1992) . As robots use more sensors, the amount of data to be processed by the operator will increase, exacerbating the communication and fatigue problems and leading to less efficiency.
The addition of artificial intelligence at the remote is one solution to these shortcomings. Indeed, the intelligence involved in the operation of a mobile robot can be viewed as encompassing a continuous spectrum from master-slave teleoperation through full autonomy (Giralt et al., 1993; Lumia & Albus, 1988) . The question that remains is how to add intelligence so as to move the telesystem forward on the spectrum. The standard evolutionary path has been to organize some aspect of human intelligence into a module that can run unaided on the remote after being initiated by the operator. An alternative approach to compartmentalizing intelligence at either the local or the remote is to distribute levels of intelligence between them. The teleSFX architecture (Murphy, 1993) is one example of a distribution of intelligence for telesystems. It was designed to support intervention and recovery in the case execution failures (e.g., sensor malfunctions, faulty plans). Intervention and recovery typically require problem-solving abilities that, along with mission planning, have been resistant to automation (Causse & Crowley, 1993) . In teleSFX the problem-solving activity of identifying the cause of the execution failure and determining the appropriate response may be shared by the remote and the human. The remote attempts to first classify and recover from an execution failure using local knowledge. If the remote is unable to classify or construct a proper response, it alerts the operator and posts the results of its unsuccessful attempt. This is information that the operator can use in conjunction with his or her own expertise in solving the problem.
While distributed systems allow the introduction of more intelligence at the remote, they introduce a new concern: how will the disparate intelligences cooperate? More specifically, how can the perceptual and problemsolving capabilities of each intelligent entity be exploited to solve the task at hand as effectively as possible? One approach to this problem is to introduce an intelligent assistant, which contains knowledge not only about the computational side of the system, but also about models of human visual problem solving (Rogers, 1995a) . This approach has been used to assist radiologists in medical diagnosis, by selectively focusing attention on relevant aspects of the image, automatically enhancing the image according to the current needs of the problem-solving activity, and interactively assisting the decision-making process by managing hypotheses (Rogers, 1995a (Fogle, 1992) . Master-slave control also may increase cognitive fatigue by forcing the operator to think entirely in terms of a single robot coordinate frame of reference, instead of using task-specific frames (e.g., object-centric). (Hirzinger, 1993) , the human initiates the actions the remote robot will use to accomplish the task, monitors its progress, interacts with the robot by adding perceptual inputs, and interrupts execution as needed. The operator provides lowfrequency supervision, essentially periodically "looking over the shoulder" of the remote and adjusting its behavior. Shared control frees the operator's attention from directly controlling nominal activities while allowing direct control during more perceptually intensive activities such as direct manipulation of parts (Kan & Austin, 1990) . It also provides the possibility of the remote learning new behaviors by observing the operator's mapping of nonnominal sensory patterns into appropriate control commands (Hirzinger, 1993) . In traded control, the remote and local systems exchange control of the robot based on the demands of the task and the constraints of the environment (Boissiere & Harrigan, 1988; Hirzinger, 1993; Papanikolopoulos & Khosla, 1992) . In systems such as Papanikolopoulos and Khosla (1992) (Sheridan, 1986 (Rogers, 1995c (Rogers, 1995b Figure 2 , and further details are provided in the following subsections.
In this diagram, it can be seen how the interactive configuration and interactive exception handling components of the teleSFX architecture are merged with the intelligent assistance provided by teleVIA, through the panels of the blackboard. The emphasis in this paper is on the interactive exception handling aspects of this design.
TeleSFX
The remote agent is implemented following the teleSFX architecture. In Murphy (1993) , the teleSFX control scheme was introduced, emphasizing the intelligent exception handling mechanism at the remote. Un- Figure 3 shows the details of the control system for the remote site. The local supervisor is involved primarily in interactive configuration, and general monitoring, until the interactive exception handling is triggered by the remote system. At that point, teleVIA takes over from teleSFX until the repair is communicated. Figure 4 shows the components of the cooperative system that assists the human supervisory activities at the local site. TeleVIA consists of the blackboard data struc- An example of this is shown in Figure 7 (this figure shows a "before" and "after" image from the black and white camera). Cooperative assistance is expected to improve both the speed and quality of the supervisor's problemsolving performance by providing an intelligent interface that manages the presentation of data and guides the problem-solving process using task models. It is also expected to reduce cognitive fatigue for the same reasons. The assistant maintains a low communication bandwidth by requesting only data which are believed pertinent to the current cognitive task, rather than post all information to the supervisor. The overall work efficiency is likely to increase as the assistant frees the human to supervise multiple remotes. Overall, the approach supports the incremental addition of artificial intelligence as more progress is made in learning and planning.
TeleVIA

